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in large cities. Office buildings iniiy he inmost mrtoil over the
tracks as has ihxmi done at Xtnv York City. The ^alvat^t1 value
of such land is very groat. Heal estate adjoining the right-of-way
also increases in value on account of the elimination of the smoke
and the partial abatement of the noise nuisance.
Cost of Electrification and Operation.—Granted that the
service can be improved and the capacity of a road increased
with electric traction as pointed out above, an answer to the
second question must he found, i.c.^ "What will it cost to change
and to operate and maintain the new system when installed?"
The first cost of the change will vary greatly with local con-
ditions and in any case would probably be prohibitive If under-
taken for a complete trunk line system at once. Experimenta-
tion, if necessary at all, should be carried out upon some of the
less important branches and the electrical rolling stock secured a
portion at a time. It has even been suggested that as the pur-
chase of new steam locomotives to replace those worn out or
considered obsolete Is usually treated by steam roads as an
operation charge and not a charge against capital, the electrical
rolling stock, or a large portion of it, might be secured in like
manner and no great capital investment made for this portion
of the new system.
As has been pointed out in a preceding chapter, there is a grow-
ing tendency on the part of railway companies to purchase the
electrical energy required for the operation of their trains of
commercial power companies. This is particularly true in the
West where water power is plentiful and coal is costly. By so
doing, the first cost of electrification is greatly reduced; the annual
costs for energy arc usually less and the fact that the energy
supply is often received from a transmission network insures
better continuity of service.
The American Institute of Electrical Engineers was partic-
ularly fortunate at its 1911 annual convention to have presented
by the Pennsylvanra Railroad through Mr. B. F. Wood, a very
detailed statement of the first cost and operating expenses of the
electrification of the West Jersey and Seashore Railroad. While
the figures for a larger trunk line operating locomotives in plae^
of motor car trains would vary somewhat from those applying
to this road as illustrated in the discussion which follows, the
costs of this particular electrification which arc the first to be
made public in complete detail are veil worthy of careful study*

